Overview
This guide explains how data entered in iView can trigger an automated task for a medical review.

Peripheral IV Cannulas

When the following criteria are met:
- Inserted Date/Time entered
- Removed By Date/Time is empty
- Inserted Location = Ward

Task automatically created for Medical Review. Task Created 64 hours post Inserted Date/Time and becomes overdue at 72 hours.

When the following criteria are met:
- Inserted Date/Time entered
- Removed By Date/Time is empty
- Inserted Location = Paramedics

Task automatically created for Medical Review. Task Created 16 hours post Inserted Date/Time and becomes overdue at 24 hours.
Central Venous Catheter

When the following criteria are met:
- Inserted Date/Time entered
- Removed By Date/Time is empty

Task automatically created for **Medical Review**. Task Created immediately and due **24 hours** post Inserted Date/Time and becomes overdue within **1 hour**.

When the following criteria are met:
- Site Condition = Erythema OR Swelling OR Tenderness OR Pain

Task automatically created for an **immediate Medical Review** and becomes overdue after **1 hour**.

When the following criteria are met:
- Tip Removal Verified Intact = No

Task automatically created for an **immediate Medical Review** and becomes overdue after **1 hour**.
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Urinary Catheter

When the following criteria are met:
- Inserted Date/Time entered
- Removed By Date/Time is empty

Task automatically created for Medical Review. Task Created 64 hours post Inserted Date/Time and becomes overdue at 72 hours.

Percutaneous Enteral Tubes

When the following criteria are met:
- Site Condition = Redness OR Swelling OR Ooze OR Site Leakage OR Localised Heat

Task automatically created for Immediate Medical Review and becomes overdue at 4 hours.

Task Management

The order/task is viewable in:
- Outstanding Orders tab in Patient Summary Page
- Census Task List